HLA types in American black juvenile diabetics strong associations with Dw3 and Dw4.
The distributions of HLA-A, -B, -C and -D antigens in 38 black American insulin-dependent juvenile diabetics were studied. Antigens A1, A2, B8 and Cw3 were slightly increased, but the corrected probability values were not statistically significant. As determined by mixed lymphocyte culture, the frequency of Dw3 was 89% in the juvenile diabetics and that of Dw4 was 42% in comparison with 14 and 8%, respectively, in the controls. The relative risks for juvenile diabetes were 52 for Dw3 (p = 10(-8) and 9 for Dw4 (p = 10(-6). Dw2 was significantly decreased in the diabetics (p equals 0.008). All of these deviations in A, B, C and D locus specificities have been previously reported by others in white juvenile diabetics. Because there are white genes in the American black gene pool and juvenile diabetes is rare in blacks in western Africa, many cases of juvenile diabetes in American blacks could be the result of genes ultimately derived from the white genes. This hypothesis is supported by the similar HLA associations in juvenile diabetes in the black and white ethnic groups.